IDA Student Member Benefits

(All students welcome)

$30 Annually

- **IDA NATIONAL CONFERENCE**: Enjoy significantly discounted registration fees when attending IDA's annual Conference on Reading, Literacy & Learning!

- **PERSPECTIVES**: IDA's quarterly, full-color publication *Perspectives on Language and Literacy* discusses educational best practices, curriculum methods, case studies and first-person application of multisensory structured language techniques. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **ANNALS**: IDA's tri-annual *Annals of Dyslexia* is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to the scientific study of dyslexia and related language disabilities. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **BRANCH AFFILIATION**: Connection with the IDA Branch closest to you to receive local information, access to workshops and events, and networking.

- **PUBLICATIONS**: Enjoy members-only pricing on IDA publications and other items purchased in the IDA online bookstore.

- **READING AND WRITING**: *Reading and Writing* is an interdisciplinary journal containing articles on the processes, acquisition, and loss of reading and writing skills. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **DYSLEXIA CONNECTION**: Electronic newsletter written for parents to keep all informed and connected to matters that deal with dyslexia and related learning disabilities.

- **EXAMINER**: Inclusion on IDA's monthly e-newsletter to keep you abreast of happenings at IDA and on top of dyslexia and literacy-related events and information in the field and around the world.
IDA Teacher Member Benefits

- **IDA NATIONAL CONFERENCE**: Enjoy significantly discounted registration fees when attending IDA's annual Conference on Reading, Literacy & Learning!
- **PERSPECTIVES**: IDA's quarterly, full-color publication *Perspectives on Language and Literacy* discusses educational best practices, curriculum methods, case studies and first-person application of multisensory structured language techniques. *(ELECTRONIC)*
- **ANNALS**: IDA's tri-annual *Annals of Dyslexia* is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to the scientific study of dyslexia and related language disabilities. *(ELECTRONIC)*
- **BRANCH AFFILIATION**: Connection with the IDA Branch closest to you to receive local information, access to workshops and events, and networking.
- **PUBLICATIONS**: Enjoy members-only pricing on IDA publications and other items purchased in the IDA online bookstore.
- **READING AND WRITING**: *Reading and Writing* is an interdisciplinary journal containing articles on the processes, acquisition, and loss of reading and writing skills. *(ELECTRONIC)*
- **DYSLEXIA CONNECTION**: An electronic newsletter written just for parents to keep all informed and connected to all matters that deal with dyslexia and related learning disabilities.
- **EXAMINER**: Inclusion on IDA’s monthly e-newsletter to keep you abreast of happenings at IDA and on top of dyslexia and literacy-related events and information in the field and around the world.
IDA Parent Member Benefits

$50 Annually

- **IDA NATIONAL CONFERENCE:** Enjoy significantly discounted registration fees when attending IDA's annual Conference on Reading, Literacy & Learning!

- **PERSPECTIVES:** IDA's quarterly, full-color publication *Perspectives on Language and Literacy* discusses educational best practices, curriculum methods, case studies and first-person application of multisensory structured language techniques. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **DYSLEXIA CONNECTION:** An electronic newsletter written just for parents to keep all informed and connected to all matters that deals with dyslexia and related learning disabilities.

- **ANNALS:** IDA's tri-annual *Annals of Dyslexia* is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to the scientific study of dyslexia and related language disabilities. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **BRANCH AFFILIATION:** Connection with the IDA Branch closest to you to receive local information, access to workshops and events, and networking.

- **PUBLICATIONS:** Enjoy members-only pricing on IDA publications and other items purchased in the IDA online bookstore.

- **READING AND WRITING:** *Reading and Writing* is an interdisciplinary journal containing articles on the processes, acquisition, and loss of reading and writing skills. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **EXAMINER:** IDA’s monthly e-newsletter to keep you abreast of happenings at IDA and on top of dyslexia and literacy-related events and information in the field and around the world.
IDA Senior/Retired Member Benefits
(Retired professionals in the field of education)

$65 Annually

- **IDA NATIONAL CONFERENCE**: Enjoy significantly discounted registration fees when attending IDA's annual Conference on Reading, Literacy & Learning!
- **PERSPECTIVES**: IDA's quarterly, full-color publication *Perspectives on Language and Literacy* discusses educational best practices, curriculum methods, case studies and first-person application of multisensory structured language techniques. *(MAILED & ELECTRONIC)*
- **ANNALS**: IDA's tri-annual *Annals of Dyslexia* is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to the scientific study of dyslexia and related language disabilities. *(ELECTRONIC)*
- **BRANCH AFFILIATION**: Connection with the IDA Branch closest to you to receive local information, access to workshops and events, and networking.
- **PUBLICATIONS**: Enjoy members-only pricing on IDA publications and other items purchased in the IDA online bookstore.
- **READING AND WRITING**: *Reading and Writing* is an interdisciplinary journal containing articles on the processes, acquisition, and loss of reading and writing skills. *(ELECTRONIC)*
- **DYSLEXIA CONNECTION**: An electronic newsletter written just for parents to keep all informed and connected to all matters that deals with dyslexia and related learning disabilities.
- **EXAMINER**: Inclusion on IDA’s monthly e-newsletter to keep you abreast of happenings at IDA and on top of dyslexia and literacy-related events and information in the field and around the world
IDA Advocate/Individual Member Benefits

- **IDA NATIONAL CONFERENCE**: Enjoy significantly discounted registration fees when attending IDA's annual Conference on Reading, Literacy & Learning!
- **PERSPECTIVES**: IDA's quarterly, full-color publication *Perspectives on Language and Literacy* discusses educational best practices, curriculum methods, case studies and first-person application of multisensory structured language techniques. (*MAILED & ELECTRONIC*)
- **ANNALS**: IDA’s tri-annual *Annals of Dyslexia* is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to the scientific study of dyslexia and related language disabilities. (*ELECTRONIC*)*
- **BRANCH AFFILIATION**: Connection with the IDA Branch closest to you to receive local information, access to workshops and events, and networking.
- **PUBLICATIONS**: Enjoy members-only pricing on IDA publications and other items purchased in the IDA online bookstore.
- **READING AND WRITING**: *Reading and Writing* is an interdisciplinary journal containing articles on the processes, acquisition, and loss of reading and writing skills. (*ELECTRONIC*)
- **DYSLEXIA CONNECTION**: An electronic newsletter written just for parents to keep all informed and connected to all matters that deal with dyslexia and related learning disabilities.
- **EXAMINER**: Inclusion on IDA’s monthly e-newsletter to keep you abreast of happenings at IDA and on top of dyslexia and literacy-related events and information in the field and around the world.
IDA Professional Member Benefits

$100 Annually

- **IDA Annual Conference**: Enjoy significantly discounted registration fees when attending IDA's annual Conference on Reading, Literacy & Learning!

- **Professional Provider Database**: Members can apply for inclusion in this public online listing of service providers.

- **Professional Liability Insurance**: Discounted rates on professional liability insurance from Educator Protect.

- **Perspectives**: IDA's quarterly, full-color publication *Perspectives on Language and Literacy* discusses educational best practices, curriculum methods, case studies and first-person application of multisensory structured language techniques. *(MAILED & ELECTRONIC)*

- **Annals**: IDA's tri-annual *Annals of Dyslexia* is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to the scientific study of dyslexia and related language disabilities. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **Branch Affiliation**: Connection with the IDA Branch closest to you to receive local information, access to workshops and events, and networking.

- **Publications**: Enjoy members-only pricing on IDA publications and other items purchased in the IDA online bookstore.

- **Reading and Writing**: *Reading and Writing* is an interdisciplinary journal containing articles on the processes, acquisition, and loss of reading and writing skills. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **Dyslexia Connection**: An electronic newsletter written just for parents to keep all informed and connected to all matters that deals with dyslexia and related learning disabilities.

- **Examiner**: Inclusion on IDA’s monthly e-newsletter to keep you abreast of happenings at IDA and on top of dyslexia and literacy-related events and information in the field and around the world.
IDA Public School/Institutional Member Benefits

- **IDA NATIONAL CONFERENCE**: Enjoy significantly discounted registration fees when attending IDA’s annual conference on reading, Literacy & Learning, a four day event that includes many topics devoted to teaching and learning. Discounted fees on branch conferences are also available to members.

- **PROFESSIONAL PROVIDER DATABASE**: The organization can apply for inclusion in this public online listing of service providers.

- **PERSPECTIVES**: IDA's quarterly, full-color publication *Perspectives on Language and Literacy* discusses educational best practices, curriculum methods, case studies and first-person application of multisensory structured language techniques. *(ELECTRONIC & MAILED COPIES)*

- **PUBLICATIONS**: Enjoy members-only pricing on IDA publications and other items purchased in the IDA online bookstore.

- **BRANCH AFFILIATION**: Connection with the IDA Branch closest to you to receive local information, access to workshops and events, and networking.

- **READING AND WRITING**: *Reading and Writing* is an interdisciplinary journal containing articles on the processes, acquisition, and loss of reading and writing skills. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **DYSLEXIA CONNECTION**: An electronic newsletter written just for parents to keep all informed and connected to all matters that deal with dyslexia and related learning disabilities.

- **EXAMINER**: Inclusion on IDA’s monthly e-newsletter to keep you abreast of happenings at IDA and on top of dyslexia and literacy-related events and information in the field and around the world.
IDA Corporate/Business Member Benefits

- **IDA NATIONAL CONFERENCE**: Enjoy significantly discounted registration fees when attending IDA’s annual conference on reading, Literacy & Learning, a four day event that includes many topics devoted to teaching and learning. Discounted fees on branch conferences are also available to members.

- **PROFESSIONAL PROVIDER DATABASE**: The organization can apply for inclusion in this public online listing of service providers.

- **PERSPECTIVES**: IDA’s quarterly, full-color publication *Perspectives on Language and Literacy* discusses educational best practices, curriculum methods, case studies and first-person application of multisensory structured language techniques. *(MAILED & ELECTRONIC)*

- **PUBLICATIONS**: Enjoy members-only pricing on IDA publications and other items purchased in the IDA online bookstore.

- **ACCESS TO IDA’S MEMBERSHIP MAILING LIST**: Annual one-time use of IDA’s membership list. See rental list policy and application for criteria.

- **BRANCH AFFILIATION**: Connection with the IDA Branch closest to you to receive local information, access to workshops and events, and networking.

- **ANNALS**: IDA's tri-annual *Annals of Dyslexia* is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to the scientific study of dyslexia and related language disabilities. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **READING AND WRITING**: *Reading and Writing* is an interdisciplinary journal containing articles on the processes, acquisition, and loss of reading and writing skills. *(ELECTRONIC)*

- **DYSLEXIA CONNECTION**: An electronic newsletter written just for parents to keep all informed and connected to all matters that deals with dyslexia and related learning disabilities.

- **EXAMINER**: Inclusion on IDA’s monthly e-newsletter to keep you abreast of happenings at IDA and on top of dyslexia and literacy-related events and information in the field and around the world.